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As long as you are convinced of the meaning of your quest
you can conquer fear and exhaustion and take the next step.
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ABSTRACT
Viral infections are initially countered by an innate immune response as a first line of
defence followed by an adaptive immune response. However, certain viruses
successfully evade cellular immune responses and establish chronic infection.
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) and Human Immunodeficiency Virus 1 (HIV-1) are chronic viral
infections on the rise globally. HCV/HIV-1 co-infection presents a formidable challenge
to the human immune system. This thesis focuses on certain aspects of innate and
adaptive immunity in chronic HCV/HIV-1 infection, and on the implications of aberrant
immune responses for peg-IFNα and ribavirin treatment outcome.
NK cells and NKT cells most likely play important roles in protection from HCV
and HIV-1 infection, and in the control of chronic infection. Here, HCV/HIV-1 coinfection was associated with a severely reduced NKT cell population that was not
restored by HCV treatment. In contrast, conventional NK cells were largely unaffected
with only a slight decrease in perforin content in CD56dim cells and an increased
CD56bright immunoregulatory NK cell population. Interestingly, sharply elevated
numbers of unconventional CD56-CD16+ NK cells, believed to be functionally
impaired, accumulated in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects, despite successful ART. A
similar trend was seen in HCV mono-infected individuals suggesting a HCV-driven
disturbance. CD56- NK cell numbers declined in parallel with HCV load in response to
treatment with peg-IFNα and ribavirin. Furthermore, pre-treatment levels of CD56- NK
cells correlated with treatment outcome. Patients with low levels of CD56- NK cells
were more likely to clear HCV infection, and this was not directly linked to other viral
and host factors known to influence treatment outcome.
Evaluation of adaptive immunity in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects revealed a
high level of activation, as measured by CD38 expression, in both CD4 and CD8 T
cells. However, elevated T cell activation was not linked to altered differentiation and
distribution of naïve, TCM, TEM and terminally differentiated cells. Reminiscent of CD56NK cells, CD38+ T cells declined in response to peg-IFNα and ribavirin treatment.
Furthermore, patients reaching a SVR had significantly lower CD8 T cell activation and
higher HCV-specific T cell responses prior to treatment, as compared to patients who
did not clear infection. Together, the data indicate that chronic HCV infection drives
disturbances in both innate and adaptive cellular immunity in HCV/HIV-1 co-infection,
which contributes to impaired control and clearance of HCV in this patient group.
Finally, we observed that chronic HCV mono-infection drives expansion of
terminally differentiated CD8 T cells that express the Fc-receptor CD16. This
population had NK cell-like properties and mediated ADCC towards target cells. This
suggests that CD8 T cells in chronic HCV infection continue to differentiate beyond
previously described stages of terminal effector cells to acquire NK-like functions.
Taken together, the present thesis advances our knowledge of the immune system’s
relationship with HCV and HIV-1 infection, and identifies immunological biomarkers
that correlate with HCV treatment outcome in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected patients.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Essentially all living organisms are vulnerable to infectious agents and have
through evolution developed defense mechanisms, of various degrees of
sophistication. Even simple prokaryotes have the capacity to protect
themselves against both infectious agents and environmental competition, with
enzymes cleaving foreign DNA and secretion of antibiotics as well as
antimicrobial peptides. With the evolution of multi-cellular organism came the
gradual development of an innate immune system, later on, an adaptive
immune system in higher organisms (1).
Antimicrobial peptides are probably the most ancient among immune defense
mechanisms. It is present in plants, insects and mammals, although with
varying physical and chemical properties. This suggests a common
evolutionary process prior to the divergence of plants and animals. Next in
evolution appeared the first immune defense designated receptors, the pattern
recognition receptors such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), and with that the
development of phagocytic cells as an additional part of the innate immune
system present in invertebrates as well as vertebrates (2, 3). The evolutionary
background of the adaptive immune system is not entirely clear and systems
allowing diversification of pathogen recognition receptors trough generearrangement is believed to have arisen independently in vertebrates as well
as some invertebrates. Subsequent evolution has refined the adaptive immune
system and the key components found in all present vertebrates (4, 5).
The human immune system as we know it today reveals a tremendous
complexity with the capacity to combat a vast universe of microorganisms,
encountered throughout life. An immune response initiates an intricate cascade
of events, including a network of cells, signaling molecules and effector
mechanisms, crucial for our survival. For better understanding the work related
in this thesis I will present basic concepts of innate and adaptive cellular
immunity in relation to viral infections in humans.

1.1

INNATE AND ADAPTIVE CELLULAR IMMUNITY

The cellular immune system may be divided into two cooperative branches,
known as the innate and adaptive arms of the immune system constituted by a
variety of cells commonly termed as leukocytes. The innate cellular immune
system constituted by granulocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells (DC), Natural
Killer (NK) cells, survey the body and act as a first line of defense with
immediate and early responses within hours of infection. The innate immune
system acts in a non-specific manner recognizing general pathogen associated
molecular patterns (PAMPs) and cellular stress signals indicating infection or
cellular dysfunction, which enables invading pathogens and aberrant cells to be
phagocytosed or killed through direct cytotoxicity.
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The adaptive immune system with its B and T lymphocytes is able to act in a
pathogen specific manner and establish an immunological memory. The
adaptive immune system is activated late during an ongoing infection,
complementing the innate immune system clearing pathogens and infected
cells. Primary infection by an unknown agent often leads to establishment of an
immunological memory, which allows for a rapid response upon a secondary
infection by the same agent. Immunological memory can be sustained for
several years and is the basis of vaccine development. Cells of the innate and
adaptive immune system share features of development, activation as well as
function as they synergize and interact in a complex network against immune
challenges.

1.1.1 Leukocyte ontogeny
Leukocytes originate from pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) in the
bone marrow that give rise to common lymphoid and myeloid progenitor cells.
The common myeloid progenitors develop into a variety of cells of the innate
immune system as well as erythrocytes and platelets. Myeloid progenitor cells
develop into granulocyte progenitor in the bone marrow that further develops
into different granulocytes and monocytes residing in the blood. Monocytes in
turn have the capacity to mature into macrophages and DCs upon entering the
tissues (6, 7).
Common lymphoid progenitors can develop into DCs or prolymphoblasts with
the capacity to become NK cells or small lymphocytes that further develop into
NKT cells, T cells and B cells (Figure 1). T cells and B cells undergo selection
and maturation in lymphoid organs before entering the blood and lymphatic
system where they together with NK cells survey the body and upon pathogen
encounter differentiate into effector cells. This thesis will further focus on NK
and NKT cells of the innate immune system and CD4 and CD8 T cells of the
adaptive cellular immune system in the setting of viral infection.

1.1.2 Natural Killer cells
NK cells develop in the bone marrow from HSC. Although their full maturation
pathway remains unclear, it is known that NK cell are derived from the common
lymphoid progenitor prior to gene rearrangement which commits cells to the T
cell lineage (8, 9), with the requirement of Interleukin (IL) 15 for full
differentiation (10, 11).
NK cells are a heterogenic population of granular cells constituting 5-20% of
peripheral blood lymphocytes, generally defined as CD3- with heterogeneous
expression of CD56 and CD16, a low affinity Fcγ receptor (FcγRIIIA) in
humans. The definition of NK cells remains somewhat unclear due to the
heterogeneous nature of this population and intra-individual variability in nonNK restricted surface marker expression. However, recent reports suggest
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NKp46 as a marker defining NK cells across species (12). However, a small
subset of NK cells does not express the receptor while a subset of T cells can
be NKp46+ (13, 14).
There are two main subsets of NK cells with differential expression of NK
receptors, adhesion molecules, cytokine and chemokine receptors and distinct
function (15, 16). The majority of NK cells (≈90%) in the periphery is CD56dim
and express high levels of CD16. They have the capacity for direct cytotoxicity
and antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) (17, 18). The other major
population constitute about 10% of NK cells in the periphery, but a majority in
secondary lymphoid organs and are readily defined as CD56bright CD16(Table 1). They have low cytotoxic capacity but abundant cytokine production
and function as immunoregulatory cells (19, 20). Recently, an additional CD56CD16+ NK cell population has been in focus in relation to chronic viral
infections. They display a dysfunctional profile with poor cytokine production,
low proliferative and cytotoxic capacity (21-25).

Figure 1. Schematic figure of human hematopoeisis. Development of lymphocytes,
granulocutes, macrophages and dendritic cells from lymphoid and myeloid progenitors.
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Characteristic
Main location
Cytotoxicity
Perforin
ADCC
Cytokine production
iKIR
NKG2D
NCR
CD94
CCR7
CXCR3
CD62L
IL7 receptor
IL2 receptor

CD56brightCD16LN
+
+
+++
+/+
+++
++
+++
++
++
High affinity
High affinity

CD56dimCD16+
Blood
+++
+++
+++
++
+++
+
++
+
+
+
Low affinity
Low affinity

CD56-CD16+
Blood
+
++
+
+
+++
+
+/+
?
+
+
?
?

Table 1. Phenotypic and functional properties of NK cell subsets.

1.1.3 NK cell surveillance and activation
NK cells where discovered more then 30 years ago as lymphocytes with an
intrinsic capacity to kill target cells regardless of priming and expression of
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules (26-28). Since then
the “missing-self hypothesis” was postulated by Ljunggren and Kärre (29)
suggesting that lack of MHC class I surface expression would render cells
susceptible to NK cell mediated killing. Today we now that a vast array of
germ-line encoded activating and inhibitory cell-surface receptors regulate NK
cell activity in a balanced recognition of self versus non-self in aberrant cells
(30-32).
NK cells express two families of inhibitory NK cell receptors (iNKRs) highly
specific for MHC class I molecules, the killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptor
(KIR) family and the C-type-lectin family of receptors. Interaction between
iNKRs and MHC class I molecules regulates the inhibition of NK-cell activity
(30, 33-35). Natural cytotoxicity receptors (NCRs) such as NKp30 (NK-cell
protein 30), NKp44 and NKp46 are activating receptors that interact with
ligands on target cells (36). Upon NK cell recognition of a target cell lacking
MHC class I molecules NCR-ligand interactions will trigger activation of a
variety of effector function and cytotoxicity (30, 33). NK group 2, member D
(NKG2D) is another activating receptor, which binds endogenous ligands that
are upregulated upon infection, and mediate target cell lysis (32, 37-39).
Besides for activating and inhibitory receptors NK cells also have several coreceptors that regulate the strength and nature of the response by increasing
either cytokine production or cytotoxicity-associated proteins. These include
NKp80, CD161, CD96 and 2B4 (30, 33, 40).
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Target cell recognition by NK cells occurs in three steps. The first step is
missing-self recognition, which is a balance between inhibitory and activating
signals. The dominant signal is given by iNKRs recognizing MHC class I
molecules regularly expressed by all healthy cells. When cells are lacking selfproteins simultaneous engagement of NCRs overthrows the balance and
initiates NK cell activation (39, 41). The second step occurs when NKG2D
recognizes stress-induced self-proteins that are upregulated by infected cells or
tumor cells, a process generally known as induced self-recognition (30, 33, 37,
39, 40, 42). The third step involves recognition of pathogen-encoded molecules
and co-receptor engagement regulating the strength and directing effector
function (31, 43-45).

1.1.4 Natural Killer T cells
NKT cells are a highly conserved immunoregulatory T cell subset with some
innate characteristics. They carry an invariant T cell receptor (TCR) of α chain
variable gene segment 24 (Vα24) and β chain variable gene segment 11
(Vβ11) in humans (46). They recognize self and non-self glycolipids presented
by CD1d on DCs and monocytes and may play a role in a variety of
immunological settings like autoimmunity, allergies, tumor immunity and
antimicrobial immune responses (47).
NKT cells may be further subdivided in phenotypically and functionally distinct
populations with the capacity to produce either Th1 or Th2 cytokines (48) with
CD4- NKT cells displaying a more effector like phenotype residing in the
periphery while CD4+ NKT in general cells seem to be immunoregulatory and
circulate the secondary lymphoid organs (48, 49). NKT cells are able to both kill
aberrant cells through perforin and granzyme mediated cytotoxicity as well as
through Fas ligation, suggested to occur in response to certain bacterial
infections (50, 51). Most importantly, NKT cells have the capacity to regulate
and activate several other immune cells including DCs, NK cells, T and B cells
(reviewed in (52)).
The importance of NKT cell in viral infections is poorly understood although
evidence suggests that they play a role in the control of hepatitis B virus as well
as cytomegalo virus (CMV) infection (53, 54). They are lost in infection with
human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) (55-57) and lymphocytic
choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) (58). NKT cells have been of interest in
immunotherapy both in regards to tumor immunology (59, 60), and in the
setting of viral infections (61, 62). However, evidence suggests that they may
also be involved in the immunopathogenesis of chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV)
infection (63, 64).
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1.1.5 Bridging innate and adaptive immunity
Cells of the innate and adaptive immune system interact in response to
pathogens, and NKT cells are able to recruit and activate various immune cells.
Their diverse function depend on their capacity to produce a broad array of
cytokines and chemokines such as IL-2, IL-4, IL-10, IL-17, IL-21, IFNγ, TNFα,
GM-CSF, TGFβ, MIP1α/β and RANTES (52). NK cells are capable of direct
cytotoxicity but may also induce recruitment of adaptive immune cells as they
produce abundant amounts of IFNγ. Recent advances in understanding the
crosstalk between NK cells and DCs further underscores the role of NK cells in
the initiation of proper adaptive immune responses. In a cooperative manner,
immature DCs produce IL-12, IL-15 as well as IFNα/β inducing NK cell
proliferation and activation that support immature DCs to mature in response to
IFNγ and TNFα released from NK cells resulting in proficient antigen presenting
cells (APCs) able to present peptides and provide co-stimulatory signals
inducing activation and proliferation of T cells, initiating the adaptive immune
cascade (65, 66).

1.1.6 T cell selection and maturation in the thymus
T cell development begins in the bone marrow where HSCs differentiate into
lymphoid progenitors that migrate through the blood to the thymus where they
mature and diverge into CD4 and CD8 T cells (reviewed in (67)). T cell
precursors in the thymus undergo gene-rearrangement as they acquire their
surface antigen TCR, composed of two linked heterodimeric polypeptide
chains. In general the TCR comprises an α and β chain but a minority of the
thymocytes have a TCR made up of a γ and δ chain and leave the thymus
without further differentiation. Thymocytes of the αβ lineage have a TCR with a
variable region that recognizes antigen. The TCR mediates intracellular signals
through a transmembrane domain into a cytoplasmic tail linked to adaptor
proteins. Gene-rearrangement of the TCR genes generates a broad range of
TCRs with the capacity to recognize a variety of antigens presented by different
MHC molecules. To prevent autoimmunity and tolerance induction thymocytes
undergo positive and negative selection after becoming CD3+CD4+CD8+.
Double positive thymocytes are subjected to positive selection where they
encounter complexes of self-peptides presented by self-MHC molecules. If the
MHC complex is not recognized, cells undergo apoptosis. In the case of
recognition of either MHC class I or class II molecules, survival is mediated
followed by CD4 or CD8 T cell commitment and MHC restriction. Too strong
recognition also leads to apoptosis in a process called negative selection, and
in the end only 1-3 % of all thymocytes survive the selection process to leave
the thymus as naïve CD4 or CD8 T cells (68, 69). Naïve T cells circulate
through the blood and lymphatic system to lymph nodes (LN) and secondary
lymphoid tissues in search for their cognate antigen presented by APCs
whereupon they differentiate into effector cells.
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1.1.7 Activation and function of CD4 T cells
CD4 T cells are said to be MHC class II restricted because they recognize
antigens only when presented by MHC class II molecules expressed by APCs.
CD4 T cells are generally called helper T cells and produce a variety of
cytokines in response to antigen recognition, directing and regulating immune
responses. The nature of the antigen and the co-stimulatory signal
encountered leads to activation of distinct CD4 T cell subsets with different
cytokine profiles. This generates immune responses to be mediated against
intracellular or extracellular pathogens. Early studies showed that CD4 T cells
could be of either Th1 or Th2 profile, with Th1 cells producing IFNγ and IL-2
effective against intracellular pathogens as well as CD8 T cell activation and
proliferation while Th2 CD4 T cells mainly produced IL-4, IL-5 and IL-10
supporting B cell activation fighting off extracellular pathogens (70-72). In the
case of chronic HCV infection CD4 T cells has been reported to be biased
towards a Th2 profile most likely facilitating immune evasion due to improper
responses (73-75).
During the last decade regulatory CD4 T cells termed Tregs and recently a
subset called Th17 have been described as additional CD4 T cell subsets (7679). Tregs regulate CD4 and CD8 T cell activation, shutting down an immune
response, preventing immunopathogenesis. Tregs are believed to be reduced
in numbers or functionally impaired in certain disease settings where chronic
immune activation is the key disease mediator (80). Tregs are CD4+ and
believed to be a direct target of HIV-1 infection (81, 82). This could contribute to
chronic activation, which may lead to CD8 T cell exhaustion and impaired
functionality (83, 84).
Th17 cells has been a hot topic the last years in relation to autoimmunity and
diseases with chronic inflammation (85) as they induce epithelial and stromal
cells to produce chemokines recruiting neutrophils to the site of “infection”. This
particular subset of CD4 T cells is also believed to play a role in late HIV-1
infection as preferential loss of Th17 cells in the gut leads to increased
permeability and spread of commensal bacteria resulting in chronic immune
activation and thereby exhausted T cells unable to control viral replication.

1.1.8 CD8 T cell activation and effector function
MHC class I molecules are expressed on the surface of virtually all nucleated
cells and present 8-10 amino acid long peptides from a broad range of
antigens, amongst others viral peptides, to be recognized by CD8 T cells. CD8
T cells leave the thymus as naïve lymphocytes and circulate in the periphery
and LN where they upon activation undergo final maturation, differentiating into
effector and memory cells.
Naïve CD8 T cells are primed upon encounter with their cognate antigen
presented by APCs in LN. The initiation of an immune response requires two
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signals; (i) activation through TCR engagement and antigen recognition and (ii)
co-receptor-ligand interaction, mediating survival (86, 87). Engagement of the
CD3/TCR complex to peptide loaded MHC (pMHC) molecules on APCs
activates CD8 T cells but if they do not receive a secondary signal through coreceptor engagement the cells will become anergic and undergo apoptosis
(88). Therefore a variety of co-stimulatory receptors may be found on the
surface of CD8 T cells such as CD28, which binds to CD80 or CD86 present
on APCs (89). An additional third signal is provided by cytokines from APCs
and helper T cells mediating proliferation and “clonal expansion” with further
maturation of the CD8 T cells. Upon expansion some CD8 T cells gain effector
function becoming cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) able to release granzyme,
granulysin and perforin containing granules inducing apoptosis of target cells
(90-92). Alternatively CD8 T cells can induce killing through death receptors
such as TRAIL and FASL and produce an array of cytokines and chemokines
like IFNγ, TNFα/β, IL2 and MIP1α/β, inducing an antiviral state in cells and
allowing for recruitment of macrophages, NK cells and B cells (91). During the
final stages of an immune response a majority of the CD8 T cells undergo
apoptosis while a portion become long-lived memory cells that remain for years
in the host providing a more rapid response to antigen upon re-encounter (86,
93). However, many viruses have evolved mechanisms for immunoevasion
preventing immune recognition and impairing T cell differentiation thus allowing
an infection to become chronic like in the case of CMV, HCV and HIV-1.

1.1.9 CD8 T cell maturation upon antigen recognition
CD8 T cell activation and differentiation is regulated by a vast array of homing
molecules, co-stimulatory receptors as well as cytokine and chemokine
receptors several models have been proposed to explain the maturation
pathways of CD8 T cell responses and lineage relationship between effector
and memory subsets, according the phenotype of the cells by different surface
receptors. This field of T cell immunity is the core to understanding immune
responses and the generation of protection in vaccine development. However,
due to the wide heterogeneity of phenotypic markers in use and controversial
classifications of different T cell subset has the understanding of T cell
differentiation become somewhat confusing.
René van Lier pioneered in the description of phenotypic and functionally
distinct T cell subpopulations based on the expression of CD27 and CD45RA
describing naïve, memory and effector subsets that are functionally distinct
(94). An early model suggested by Sallusto and Lanzavecchia proposed a
linear differentiation pathway considering the homing capacity of distinct T cell
subset with naïve CD8 T cells (TN) developing into central memory (TCM),
effector memory (TEM) and finally to effector cells (TE). The linear differentiation
pathway allowed the specific populations to be distinguished according to the
surface expression of CD62L and CCR7, receptors essential for LN homing as
well as CD45RA, a co-stimulatory receptor found in different isoforms on the
cell surface depending on the level of activation. Further, the two memory
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populations had distinct functions with not only different homing capacity but
also different response rate, cytokine profile and ability to mediate killing of
target cells (95). In the context of primary and chronic viral infections Appay et
al described the differentiation pattern of virus specific CD8 T cells according to
expression of CD27 and CD28 defining early, intermediate and late CD8 T cell
subset. This study showed that each virus infection is characterized by
enrichment of CD8 T cells with different phenotypes in a chronic setting but
with similarities in the response during acute infection of both infections that are
cleared and that become chronic (96).
Hitherto, several studies have followed, stressing the connection between
impaired T cell differentiation and dysfunctional immune responses in relation
to chronic viral infections (97-101). One of the first detailed characterizations of
CD8 T cell used the combination of CD7, CD27, CD28 and CD45RO, all costimulatory receptors, and the homing receptors CCR7 and CD62L. This model
further stressed the functional heterogeneity of different memory and effector
subsets, addressing the cytokine profile of different CD8 T cell populations.
This CD7 based model was also used to study CD8 T cell maturation in relation
to untreated HIV-1 infection revealing a correlation between viral load and
effector cell accumulation (97, 102).
With the development of polychromatic flow cytometry Mario Roederer (103,
104) initiated the use of high definition phenotyping and several markers
relevant for T cell differentiation has since been included. This has resulted in a
complex picture of T cell differentiation with a vast heterogeneity of different T
cell subsets (Figure 2) (reviewed in (105)). During recent years progress has
been done in combining phenotypic and functional properties in the
understanding of T cell differentiation generating both cytolytic and cytokine
producing subset relevant for vaccine development (106-110).
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Figure 2. Overview of CD8 T cell maturation in response to antigen. Phenotypic and functional
characteristics related to five distinct subsets defined according to the expression of CD27,
CD28, CCR7 and CD45RA. Association of expression of a variety of receptors involved in
homing, activation, regulation and homeostasis of CD8 T cells as well as maturation pattern
during different viral infections. Adapted from (105).
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2 VIRAL INFECTIONS - CLEARANCE AND
PERSISTENCE
Invading microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, parasites and viruses
constantly challenge the human immune system. Many infections can be
cleared by the innate and adaptive immune systems. Sometimes, however,
both latent and active chronic infections can establish themselves in the host.
Infections that are cleared usually lead to the generation of an immunological
memory and a more rapid response upon a secondary encounter. In the case
of latent infection there is constant immune activity ongoing, keeping the virus
under control. From time to time the virus may re-emerge and a stronger
immune response is then required to suppress the infection. Active chronic viral
infections may cause disease directly, but also indirectly through chronic
immune activation leading to immunopathogenesis. It is a complex interaction
between host and viral factors that prevent viral clearance, and while certain
viruses always establish latency or chronic infection some may also be cleared.
In the following section I will focus on HCV and HIV-1, two viruses that to a
large extent cause chronic infection, and their impact on innate and adaptive
immune responses.

2.1

HEPATITIS C VIRUS

HCV was initially called non-A, non-B hepatitis (NANBH), as the unknown
agent causing post-transfusion hepatitis, until it was renamed upon its
discovery in 1989. HCV is a small single stranded positive sense RNA virus
belonging to the Flaviviridae family and the hepacivirus genus. The virus
genome with around 9600 nucleotides makes up the viral core surrounded by a
nucleocapsid, further encapsulated in a cell derived lipid membrane with viral
envelope proteins (Figure 3) (111, 112).
HCV has a tropism for hepatocytes in the liver where it undergoes a lytic
replication cycle, although the possibility to infect monocytes and lymphocytes
has been suggested (113-115). Replication takes place in the cytoplasm
leading to translation of a single polyprotein further cleaved to produce three
structural and seven non-structural proteins. HCV has a high rate of replication
with approximately 1012 virion particles produced per day in the infected host.
Due to lack of proofreading by the HCV RNA polymerase, HCV also has an
exceptionally high mutation rate and therefore a high genetic variability (111,
112).
The HCV species is further classified into six genotypes (1-6), depending on
genetic differences with several subtypes within each genotype (represented
by letters) and a variation in global distribution of distinct HCV genotypes.
Furthermore within every infected individual a variety of quasispecies of the
specific subtype can be found and even super-infection with several genotypes
is possible (116).
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Figure 3. The hepatitis C virus. Schematic picture of a HCV particle containing a +ssRNA in a
nucleocapsid surrounded by a cell-derived membrane envelope with glycoproteins (A). The
HCV genome encodes a single polyprotein cleaved to yield three structural proteins (Core, E1
and E2) and seven non-structural proteins (p7, NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A and NS5B) (B).
Adapted from (112).

2.1.1 HCV epidemiology
The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that approximately 170
million people are infected with HCV worldwide and around 3-4 million are
newly infected each year. The prevalence and distribution of HCV genotypes
varies throughout the world with the highest incidence in Africa and Asia
(Figure 4). Genotypes 4 and 5 are found almost exclusively in Africa with the
highest prevalence of HCV infection ranging from 2-9%. Asia follows with a
prevalence of 2-5% and besides for genotypes 1, 2 and 3, infection with
genotype 6 dominates this geographic region. Australia, Western and Southern
Europe as well as North and South America have a prevalence of 1-2%
dominated by genotype 1 followed by genotypes 2 and 3 (116, 117). HCV
genotype plays a significant role in response to treatment and maybe also in
disease progression.

Figure 4. Estimated prevalence of HCV infection by WHO region (2005) and worldwide
genotype distribution. Adapted from (116, 117).
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2.1.2 HCV transmission and pathogenesis
HCV is a blood-borne virus that can be transmitted sexually, parentally and
perinatally. Vertical and sexual transmission is very rare and the most common
routes of infection are intravenous drug use (IVDU), through contaminated
blood products, and during health care-related procedures. Since routine
screening for HCV was implemented in the 1990’s, transmission due to
infected blood products and organ transplantation has been mostly eliminated
in developing countries.
HCV infection can go undetected for decades because disease is often
asymptomatic both during its acute and chronic phase despite high viral
replication already one week after infection (118). Acute HCV infection is
considered the first 6 months after infection and symptoms may be include
decreased appetite, fatigue, jaundice and general flu-like symptoms that
seldom lead to HCV detection of the causative agent. 15-30% of all individuals
may spontaneously clear HCV during this phase which otherwise comes to
establish a chronic infection in the liver (119-121).
The natural course of chronic HCV infection ranges from 15-30 years and
longer, with chronic inflammation of the liver eventually leading to fibrosis,
cirrhosis, and in one third of the cases to hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
Symptoms specifically suggestive of liver disease are typically absent however
HCV infection is a systemic disease and patients may experience a wide
spectrum of clinical manifestations and long-term infection may give rise to
extrahepatic diseases that can lead to detection of an underlying HCV infection
(119-121).

2.1.3 Spontaneous clearance of acute HCV infection and treatment of chronic
HCV infection
HCV can be spontaneously cleared by the host immune system. Nevertheless,
in 60-80% of the cases a chronic infection is established and treatment is
needed. Standard treatment against HCV is a combination of
immunomodulatory pegylated IFNα and the antiviral guanosine analogue
ribavirin (122). Despite available treatment though, a variety of viral and host
factors influences treatment outcome and HCV eradication is only obtained in
35-50% of the cases (123).
Factors that have been reported to influence the rate of HCV disease
progression, and in particular treatment outcome, include HCV genotype, high
viral load and greater quasispecies diversity (123). In particular genotype 1 and
4 are difficult to treat and recommendations suggest 48 weeks of treatment,
while 24 weeks is considered for other genotypes (116). Treatment during the
acute phase of infection is also beneficial for a positive outcome, although
previous practice was to not treat acute infections in case of spontaneous
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clearance. Early treatment may be difficult to achieve since HCV is rarely
detected early in non high-risk individuals (124).
Additional host factors influencing treatment are high age, male gender, African
American ethnicity, poor uptake of ribavirin and co-morbidities such as alcohol
or drug consumption, viral co-infections, obesity and renal disease (125-132).
Although pretreatment levels of plasma chemokines can correlate with
treatment outcome (133-135), direct cellular immunological correlates of
treatment outcome have not been described.
Furthermore, specific human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I and class II
alleles, as well as a strong Th1 cytokine profile, can increase the likelihood to
obtain a sustained virological response (SVR) to HCV treatment. Recent
reports suggest that a high ribavirin concentration and rapid virological
response can be predictive of SVR (132, 136). Sensitivity to IFN and the
capacity to further induce interferon-stimulated genes (ISG) has been shown to
be of importance for treatment enhanced immune responses and SVR (130,
137, 138).

2.1.4 Innate immune responses in acute and chronic HCV infection
HCV targets hepatocytes in the liver where NKT cells and NK cells are
abundant. They are able to mount a first line of defense together with DCs and
liver resident macrophages, the so-called Kupffer cells. The first viral
components available for immune detection are the HCV core and dsRNA that
upon recognition induces a rapid type I IFN response in the cells. Whether the
hepatocytes them selves or DCs and Kupffer cells are the first IFN producer
upon HCV infection remains unknown (139). However, endogenous IFNα/β
induce a cascade of IFN regulatory factors (IRF), leading to up-regulation of
ISGs that generates an antiviral states in cells to prevent spread of infection
and activating innate immune cells able to kill infected cells (140, 141).
NK cells and NKT cells may contribute to spontaneous eradication of acute
HCV infection through IFNγ production and non-cytolytic killing, even in the
absence of virus-specific T cells. NKT cells recognize lipid antigens presented
by CD1d, which is upregulated on in biliary cells in the liver upon HCV
infection, supporting NKT cell activation (142). However, the precise role of
NKT cells in HCV infection remains elusive with conflicting data regarding the
frequency and function of NKT cell both in liver and blood, as well as their
possible involvement in pathogenesis (143-145).
NKT cells are involved in Th1/Th2 skewing of immune responses with different
subsets producing Th1 cytokines such as IFNγ, or Th2 cytokines such as IL-4
and IL-13. Reports indicate that already early in HCV infection, NKT cells are
biased towards Th2 cytokine production, which in the long run is pro-fibrogenic,
contributing to the liver disease seen in advanced HCV infection (146).
Although it is unknown why NKT cells are predominantly of Th2 profile in HCV
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infection, this may have implications for the induction of appropriate adaptive
cellular immune responses and the establishment of chronic HCV. In addition,
treatment with peg-IFNa and ribavirin may increase the frequency of nonclassical NKT cells (62), and shift NKT responses from Th2 to Th1. This may
be relevant for obtaining SVR in response to treatment (147).
NK cells constitute a majority of the lymphocytes in the liver and may contribute
to prevent and control HCV infection. In vitro studies in a HCV subgenomic
replicon system suggested that NK cells inhibit HCV replication in an IFNγ
dependent manner, inducing IFNα production, without cytolytic killing of
infected cells (147-150). However, several HCV proteins have
immunosuppressive activity directed towards NK cells and type I interferon
signaling.
HCV protein E2 is suggested to inhibit NK cell signaling through cross-linking of
the tetraspannin CD81 (151, 152). Furthermore, indirect inhibition of NK cell
activity has been reported to occur through upregulation of MHC class I by
hepatocytes and stabilization of HLA-E expression preventing NK cell mediated
killing (153-155). In addition HCV downregulates stress related MICA and
MICB expression by DCs, preventing self-induced recognition through NKG2D
(156, 157). Moreover, HCV protein NS5 has been reported to inhibit IFN
induced protein kinase (PKR) (158, 159), blocking type I interferon signaling
and IFNα mediated NK cell activation, which is important for cooperative DC
stimulation (160). NK-DC interactions are required for effective induction of
adaptive immune response. Thus, NK cell dysfunction may lead to improper
DC maturation and insufficient T cell priming, which in the long run may
facilitate establishment of chronic HCV infection and lack of control of viral
replication.

2.1.5 Adaptive cellular immune responses in acute and chronic HCV infection
Adaptive cellular immune responses by CD4 and CD8 T cells are important for
immune control of chronic viral infections. HCV is cleared by the host immune
system in 15-30% of the cases and spontaneous resolution has been
correlated to strong, broad and persistent HCV specific T cell responses during
acute infection (161, 162).
T cell responses in HCV infection are often delayed by several weeks after
infection even in the case of viral clearance, for reasons yet unknown (163).
Virus specific CD4 T cells has been detected in resolved acute HCV and
recurrence of viremia was associated with CD4 T cell loss (161, 162, 164).
However, detectable CD4 T cell responses do not guarantee HCV resolution,
as impaired function with low IFNγ production may prevent clearance (73, 163).
Few studies have addressed CD4 T cell responses in the liver during acute
infection, although evidence from post liver transplantation further underline
their importance in suppressing HCV replication (165-168).
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The role of CD4 helper T cells in chronic HCV infection seems to be
established already during the acute phase of infection and poor responses do
not spontaneously improve. On the contrary broad responses are often lost
and virus-specific cells can be found in low frequencies in the blood targeting a
few epitomes (164). Moreover, evidence suggests that CD4 T cells isolated
from liver in chronic infection predominately produce Th2 cytokines upon HCV
antigen stimulation. This may in turn promote viral persistence and liver
disease progression (73-75). Further, treatment with peg-IFNα and ribavirin
may improve CD4 T cell help through an unknown mechanism, shifting
responses towards a Th1 profile after reduced viral replication (128, 169-171).
CD8 T cell responses in acute HCV infection can be associated with at least
partial control of viral replication and transient increase of serum alanine
transaminase (ALT) levels in liver, probably due to the cytolytic killing of
infected cells. CTLs are expanded during acute infection and although
presence of virus-specific cells does not necessarily correlate with viral
clearance, absence of such cells appears to lead to the establishment chronic
infection (172). However, viral clearance may occur without increased ALT
levels, suggesting non-cytolytic control of infection (166, 173-175). IFNγ has
been suggested as a major contributor to viral clearance after in vitro studies
revealed IFNγ dependent inhibition of subgenomic HCV replication (148, 176178). Moreover, a majority of the responding CD8 T cells have a “stunned”
phenotype in chronic HCV infection with low IFNγ production (175, 179, 180).
Evidence suggests that there is a prolonged lag period after T cell activation
before full effector function is achieved (162), but to what extent this may
contribute to establishment of chronic infection is not fully understood. Studies
in both humans and chimpanzees stress the importance of broad CD8 T cell
responses to achieve viral clearance with failure correlating with fewer targeted
epitopes (166, 174, 181, 182). However, additional factors are probably
involved because broad immune responses may be seen in chronic infection
as well (183-187).
The mechanisms behind impaired CD8 T cell function in chronic HCV are not
fully understood. Viral proteins inhibit proper T cell activation and antigen
presentation, by blocking of ISGs. Furthermore, immune escape mutations
(188-192), incomplete differentiation of CD4 and CD8 T cells to memory and
effector cells as well as immune exhaustion influences adaptive immune
responses (reviewed in (193)) and disease progression (96, 101, 162, 163,
194-196).
The evidence that both CD4 and CD8 T cell responses are common in
spontaneous HCV clearance suggests a cooperative interaction to control viral
replication (175, 181, 197). Despite the fact that HCV-specific T cells can be
found in persistent infection, their role in controlling viral replication and
contribution to the immunopathology is unclear. Although established memory
against HCV does not protect against re-infection, pre-existing immunity
diminishes the risk for a re-infection to become chronic emphasizing the
importance of adaptive immune responses (173, 198-202).
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2.2

HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS-1

HIV-1 is a lentivirus belonging to the Retroviridae family and the causative
agent of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). HIV-1, was first
identified by Dr. Luc Montagnier and his group in France 1983 (203) and the
finding was further confirmed by Dr. Robert Gallo in USA (204).
HIV-1 is composed of two copies of positive single stranded (ss) RNA enclosed
in a capsid, surrounded by a cell-derived phospholipid envelope with
embedded viral glycoproteins. The HIV-1 genome consists of 9 genes
encoding for 15 viral proteins in total. Gag and env are the two major structural
genes, pol encodes for enzymatic proteins and the remaining six tat, rev, nef,
vif, vpr and vpu are regulatory genes for proteins involved in infection,
replication and immune evasion (Figure 5) (205).
HIV was initially called lymphadenopathy-associated virus (LAV) and later
human T-lymphotropic virus-III (HTLV-III) because of its tropism for CD4 T cells
(206, 207). However it has the ability to infect a variety of immune cells
expressing the receptors used for viral entry, CD4 and the chemokine coreceptors CCR5 or CXCR4 (208, 209).
Viral replication occurs after the viral capsid has been released into the
cytoplasm. The viral ssRNA is transcribed, through reverse transcription into
double stranded (ds) DNA. It is then transported into the nucleus where it
integrates into the host genome where it may lie dormant or be replicated into
viral particles in a non-lytic replication cycle. Productive HIV-1 infection can
produce up to 1010 virions per day, and because the process of reverse
transcription is highly error prone, HIV has a high mutation rate and a very high
genetic variability (205). Three groups of HIV-1 have been identified on the
basis of differences in env; the M, N, and O groups. Group M is the most
prevalent and is subdivided into eight subtypes, termed clades, based on the
whole genome The different clades vary in their infectiousness, pathogenesis
and geographical distribution. Subtype B dominates in North America and
Europe. A and D are common in Africa, and D is believed to be more
pathogenic. Subtype C is found mainly in Africa and Asia (210).
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Figure 5. Schematic overview of the HIV-1 virion and genome. The gag gene encodes for the
main structural proteins matrix (MS), capsid (CA) and nucleocapsid (NC). Pol encodes for three
enzymatic proteins; protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT) and integrase (IN). The env gene
encodes for the glycoprotein subunits gp 120 (SU) and gp41 (TM). Following six genes
encodes for accessory and regulatory proteins; viral infectivity factor (vif), negative effector (nef,
p24), viral protein U (vpu), viral protein r (vpr), tat and rev. Adapted from (205).

2.2.1 The HIV-1 pandemic
The HIV-1 we find in humans today originated in non-human primates in subSaharan Africa and transferred to humans early in the 20th century. The
spread of HIV in the western world is believed to have begun in New York and
California, USA, in 1981 where cases of opportunistic infections normally
related with severely immuno-compromised patients was observed in a number
of young homosexual men (211, 212). Health authorities soon realized that the
same opportunistic infections were also reported among hemophiliacs,
heterosexual intravenous drug users, and Haitian immigrants (213, 214).
Today HIV-1 is a global epidemic with around 40 million infected worldwide and
around 3-6 million newly infected each year, and WHO estimates that around
25 million people have died of HIV and AIDS since its recognition in 1981. SubSaharan Africa remains by far the worst affected region, with over 60% of all
HIV infected people living in this area. The highest prevalence of HIV-1 is found
in South Africa and Nigeria with over 15% of the population being infected.
South & South East Asia are the second-worst affected with 5-12 million
infected individuals and is together with Eastern Europe the region with the
most rapidly increasing incidence of HIV-1. The prevalence of HIV in Europe,
North and South America ranges from 0.5-2% of the population and is
increasing despite access to information, means of prevention and treatment
(215).
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2.2.2 HIV-1 transmission and prevention
HIV-1 is transmitted mainly by three routes; sexual, mother-to-child and bloodto-blood contact. The majority of infections are acquired through unprotected
heterosexual intercourse when the virus is transmitted over genital, oral, or
rectal mucous membranes. Appropriate use of condoms may radically reduce
the risk of sexual transmission and during recent years several trials with
microbicide gels applied to the female genital tract have been undertaken as an
alternative mean of protection. Studies with SIV exposures in microbicide
treated monkeys showed some promise but still not sufficiently effective for real
life usage (216, 217).
The majority of HIV-1 infected individuals reside in Africa WHO and UNAIDS
has investigated the importance of circumcision in the prevention of HIV
spread. Recent trials conducted in South Africa, Kenya and Uganda showed
promising results with an up to 60% reduced risk for heterosexual transmission
(218-220), and WHO has recognized and recommends circumcision as a
preventive measure.
Vertical transmission of the virus from mother to child can occur in utero during
pregnancy, at childbirth and through breast-feeding. However with access to
antiretroviral drug treatment (ART) and Caesarean section the risk can be
reduced from 25% to less than 1% as long as breast- feeding is not practiced
(221). This remains a major problem in poor countries due to problems with
social stigma and poor economic means to buy milk powder.

2.2.3 Pathogenesis and disease progression of HIV-1 infection
HIV-1 infection can be divided into three stages of disease; (i) acute infection,
(ii) chronic asymptomatic stage and (iii) AIDS, with individual variation in length,
symptoms and severity. Upon initial infection with HIV there is a short
incubation period before the establishment of primary infection and rapid viral
replication during the first 2-4 weeks. The massive viral load is followed by a
dramatic loss of CD4 T cell numbers in the gut and later also in blood. The
acute viremia may go undetected, but is often associated with general flu-like
symptoms such as myalgia, fever, nausea and rash. Even in severe cases with
the need for hospitalization HIV may go undetected due to the nonspecific
nature of the symptoms (222, 223).
Early CD8+ T cell responses are generally credited for controlling the initial
peak of viral replication leading to establishment of a viral set point and partial
recovery of CD4 T cells in the periphery (224, 225). During the chronic infection
there is a balance act between the immune system establishing strong and
broad cellular immune responses and HIV-1 trying to escape through
mutations and evasion mechanism, a phase that can last for many years.
When CD4+ T cell numbers decline below a critical level, cell-mediated
immunity is lost, and infections with a variety of opportunistic microbes appear
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with the patient entering the final stage of disease, AIDS (Figure 6). The first
symptoms often include moderate and weight loss, recurring respiratory tract
infections, common opportunistic infections and tumors eventually leading to
death (222, 223).

Figure 6. Natural course of HIV-1 infection. The diagram illustrates relationship between HIV-1
viral load, peripheral bloodCD4 count as well as cellular and humoral immune responses during
primary, chronic and late stage disease. Figure provide by Dr Aandahl.

2.2.4 HIV-1 infection in the era of antiretroviral treatment
Currently there is no vaccine or cure for HIV, but the development of ART as
effective therapy has substantially reduced disease progression and mortality
in countries where these drugs are available. ART was introduced 1996 as a
combination therapy when non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor
(NNRTI) and protease inhibitor (PI) were approved as HIV-1 drugs
complementing already available nucleoside analogue reverse transcriptase
inhibitors (226) (NRTI) (227). Due to sever side-effects and the risk for viral
escape mutations leading to drug resistance, ART is usually not initiated until
the CD4 count falls below a certain threshold in the range of 200-350 cells/µl,
depending on country-specific recommendations (228). Promising new
treatments include HIV fusion inhibitors (229) and recombinases able to exert
the integrated viral DNA from the human genome (230, 231). However, a lot
remains to be done in this field and access of drugs to third world countries
must be a priority.

2.2.5 Innate immune responses in primary and chronic HIV-1 infection
NK cells may not only be the first line of defense by targeting and killing
infected cells but are most likely also involved in preventing HIV-1 infection
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altogether (232-234). NK cells produce large amounts of MIP1α, MIP1β and
RANTES, ligands for CCR5. Through competitive inhibition of receptor binding
they block viral entry to target cells by R5-tropic viruses in vitro as well as in
vivo (208, 209, 234-238). Further, chemokine mediated blocking of HIV-1
replication has been observed to inversely correlate with HIV-1 viremia (236).
The importance of NK cells in controlling HIV-1 infection is further supported by
the finding that host genotype may play a role in control of viral replication and
disease progression. Expression of certain HLA-B alleles and specific KIR
haplotypes may through epistatic association influence control of HIV viremia
and either slows down or promotes disease progression (239-243).
Early in vitro studies of HIV-1 infected tumor cell lines showed that NK cells
may lyse target cells both directly and through ADCC (244-246). HIV-1
infection down-regulates HLA-A and HLA-B MHC class I molecules on the cell
surface of infected cells rendering them susceptible to NK cell mediated killing
(247). In spite of this, studies of NK cells targeting HIV-1 infected autologous T
cell blast in vitro revealed protection from lysis (248, 249). Through selective
retention of HLA-C and HLA-E expression in infected cells HIV-1 is able to
prevent cell lysis and in the long run even skew the NK cell repertoire towards
cells with HLA-C specific iKIRs (247, 250-252).
Although the mechanisms involved in the interaction between NK cells and
HIV-1 are somewhat unclear, evidence suggest multiple phenotypic and
functional defects in chronic infection (253, 254). Viremic HIV-1 infection may
lead to up-regulation of various inhibitory receptors, such as CD94 and LIR1,
thereby inhibiting cytotoxicity. Despite that several NCRs and activating
receptors (NKG2D, NKp46, 2B4 and NKp80) are maintained in patients with
ongoing viral replication some may be downregulated (NKp30 and NKp44)
that, in addition to altered iKIR expression further impairs NK cell function (251,
255-261). Furthermore, active HIV-1 replication leads to altered distribution of
NK cell subsets with fewer CD56dim cytotoxic NK cells, and accumulation of an
irregular CD56-CD16+ NK cell population (21-25). The expansion of this
unconventional NK cell population is reverted upon effective ART-mediated
suppression of viremia, and so are also many of the phenotypic alterations
observed, and this indirectly may lead to restored NK cell function (262-264).
Though evidence suggests that NK cells may aid control of HIV-1 replication
and disease progression a lot remains to be understood.

2.2.6 Adaptive cellular immune responses in HIV-1 infection
Massive depletion of CD4 T cells occurs very early in the acute phase of HIV-1
infection. The early loss of CD4 T cells is most significant in the gut, and later in
infection loss becomes significant also in the periphery and LNs (265, 266).
Although CD4 T cell count recovers slightly after the initial loss and the
establishment of a viral set point, progressive depletion of CD4 T cells occurs
throughout disease (267). The mechanisms behind CD4 T cell depletion are
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not fully understood and since primary infection is difficult to study in humans a
lot has been learned from monkey models and SIV infection.
HIV-1 infects mainly activated and memory CD4 T cells expressing the viral coreceptor CCR5. Since a majority of the cells in the gut are of memory
phenotype this may explain the massive loss at this site (265, 268). High
antigen load may lead to activation of a large fraction of cells rendering them
susceptible not only to HIV-1 infection, but also to activation induced cell death
(AICD). However, T helper cell depletion is not explained solely by death
through HIV cytopathicity, or by CTL-mediated killing (269, 270). Enhanced
turnover due to chronic immune activation together with reduced thymic output
seems to be the main mechanism behind the gradual CD4 T cell depletion
(271-275). When more then half of the initial CD4 T cell population is lost the
risk of opportunistic infection and tumors is increased. In the late stage of
disease, near total loss of CD4 T cells eventually leads to a decline in CTL
activity, increased viral replication and progression to AIDS (Figure 6).
Besides for being depleted throughout infection, CD4 T cells also show signs of
dysfunction. Chronic antigen exposure leads to skewed CD4 T cell maturation
with an accumulation of TCM and TEM populations with reduced proliferative
capacity and low IL-2 production (ref Jordan Virology 2006) (276-280).
Maintenance of a CD4 T cell population with healthy characteristics has been
shown to correlate with lower viral load and slower disease progression
together with stronger CTL responses in long-term non-progressors (LTNPs)
(281-283). Thus, an early prevention of CD4 T cell loss may be of importance
to induce proper CTL responses and prevent viral replication and disease
progression.
The appearance of CD8 T cell responses during primary infection is associated
with a rapid decline in viremia and the establishment of a viral set point (224,
284). The importance of CTLs in controlling viral replication has been evident in
studies of non-human primates were antibody-mediated depletion of CD8 T
cells in vivo, prior to SIV infection, leads to uncontrolled viremia and rapid
disease progression (285, 286). Furthermore, it has been shown that HIVspecific CD8 T cells isolated from infected individuals may inhibit viral
replication in autologous CD4 T cells in vitro (287).
The central role of CD8 T cells in controlling HIV-1 replication is emphasized by
the influence of different HLA types on disease progression. HIV-1 epitopes
presented by certain HLA types, such as HLA-B27 and HLA-B57, are
associated with slower disease progression and this is likely due to more
efficient immune responses. Other HLA types may, on the other hand, increase
susceptibility to infection and increase disease progression with narrow CTL
responses (288-291). The total HIV-1 specific responses may take up a
significant part of the CD8 T cell population and can be maintained throughout
infection (292, 293). However, HIV-1 has evolved a variety of mechanisms to
evade CTL responses. To prevent CTL recognition, HIV-1 has the ability to
down-regulate MHC class I molecules as well as co-receptors necessary to
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prevent AICD and anergy upon antigen recognition (247, 294). In addition,
narrow and strong CD8 T cell responses often promote to viral escape via
mutations parts of the genome coding for viral epitopes (295-297).
HIV-1 does not only evade CTL recognition, but may also functionally impair
CD8 T cells through mechanisms still not fully understood (298, 299).
Phenotypic and functional characterization of HIV-1 specific CD8 T cells has
revealed low perforin and reduced killing as well as skewed maturation (94, 96,
300-302). Recently, late-stage disease has been associated with exhausted
CD8 T cells due to systemic immune activation and upregulation of inhibitory
receptors like PD-1(303-305). Chronic immune activation of the CD8 T cell
population in general in believed to be caused at least in part by microbial
translocation from the gut (266, 306, 307).

2.3

HCV/HIV-1 CO-INFECTION

HIV-1 and HCV are two major viral epidemics globally today and HCV/HIV-1
co-infection is becoming increasingly common with 15-30% of all HIV-1
infected individuals estimated to be co-infected with HCV (308, 309). The
pathogenesis of this co-infection is poorly understood but differs clearly from
the setting of mono-infection. A more rapid disease progression has been
documented with increased liver related morbidity and higher HCV RNA levels
(310-313). A pre-existing HIV-1 infection also reduces the likelihood of
spontaneous HCV clearance and establishment of chronic HCV infection
occurs more often than in mono-infection.
HCV responses in blood are generally low and even scarcer in co-infection,
probably because of loss of CD4 T cells, which in turn influences the presence
of HCV-specific CD8 T cells (314, 315). Several reports indicate that coinfection further impairs T cell-mediated immunity with not only fewer HCVspecific T cells in comparison to HCV mono-infection, but also with skewed
cytokine profile, reduced proliferation and capacity of simultaneous cytokine
production (316-319).
HCV/HIV-1 co-infection complicates treatment of both infections with the need
to avoid drug interactions and severe side effects damaging the liver. Still,
although HIV-1 infection is not cured by ART, viral replication can be
successfully suppressed and disease progression to AIDS delayed in the
setting of co-infection. However, CD4 T cell reconstitution upon ART can be
reduced in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects compared to HIV-1 mono-infection
(320) and treatment may even lead to increased HCV RNA (321, 322).
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3 FLOW CYTOMETRY
Flow cytometry is a widely used technique for counting, examining, and sorting
cells and microorganisms while suspended in a stream of fluid. It allows
simultaneous multiparametric analysis of both physical and chemical
characteristics of single cells and particles.
Flow cytometry was developed from microscopy and Gucker built the very first
instrument in 1947 for detection of bacteria in a laminar sheath stream of air
(323). Since then, engineers and scientist such as L. Kamentsky, M. Fulwyler
and W. Coulter have contributed towards developing the technology as we now
it today. The first basic fluorescence activated cell sorter (FACS) was
developed in the late 1960s by Bonner, Sweet, Hulett and Herzenberg,
amongst others at Stanford University, USA. The first instruments had the
possibility to do flow cytometry and cell sorting with one laser and two light
detectors, one for forward scatter and one for fluorescence detection. The first
commercially available instruments came out 1974 produced by Becton
Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems in close collaboration with the
Herzenberg group (324, 325). Around the same time Wolfgang Göhde from the
University of Münster, Germany developed a fluorescence-based flow
cytometry device, later commercially available through the German developer
and manufacturer Partec. During the 1970s, FACS and pulse cytophotometry
became alternative techniques to fluorescence microscopy, and in 1976 at the
Conference of the American Engineering Foundation in Pensacola, Florida, the
technique was commonly termed flow cytometry (326).
Early flow cytometers were generally experimental devices used for the early
basic studies of lymphocyte subsets (324, 327-331). In time, the deeper
understanding of the complexity of the immune system required more
advanced machinery with the ability to detect up to three fluorescence
parameters to be developed (332, 333). During the late 1990s technique
development opened the doors to a veritable explosion in available
instrumentation, rapidly increasing the capacity to simultaneously detect 6-12
colors (103, 104, 334-337). Flow cytometry-based assays were developed and
with that came the need for new reagents used in analysis (292, 338-342),
such as fluorescently labeled antibodies and analysis software (335). Today,
modern flow cytometers have multiple lasers with up to 18 fluorescence
detectors, and are able to analyze several thousand particles per second in
"real time". Sorters can actively separate and isolate particles having specified
properties (343, 344).

3.1

PRINCIPLES OF FLOW CYTOMETRY

A flow cytometer is composed of mainly five components (i) a flow cell, (ii) an
optical system including lasers and detectors, (iii) a detector and analogue to
digital conversion (ADC) system, (iv) an amplification system and (v) a
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computer for analysis (Figure 7). The principle behind flow cytometry is that a
single cell suspension is hydro-dynamically focused in a stream of fluid which
aligns cells to pass in single file trough a flow cell (i) where they are exposed to
light beams from lasers of a certain wavelength. Thereby, fluorophoreconjugated antibodies and fluorescent chemicals found in the particle or
attached to the particle may be excited into emitting light at a higher
wavelength than the light source. A number of detectors, photo multiplier tubes
(PMTs), are then aimed at the point where the stream passes through the light
beam; one in line with the light beam detecting particle size (Forward Scatter/
FSC) and several perpendicular to it, one measuring granularity and inner
complexity (Side Scatter/SSC) and others detecting fluorescence (ii). A
combination of filters and mirrors directs light signals reflected by the cells in
form of fluorescence signals at different wavelengths to their specific detectors.
The detectors take up the light as voltage pulses which in turn are converted by
the ADC system (iii) into electrical signals that are amplified (iv) and processed
by a computer (v) for analysis. By analyzing fluctuations in brightness at each
detector for a specific fluorescence emission peak it is then possible to derive
various types of information about each individual particle passing through the
flow cell (345).

(ii) Optical System
(i) Flow Cell

(iii) ADC
(iv) Amplifier

(v) Computer

Figure 7. Schematic overview of a flow cytometer. Adapted from (345).
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3.1.1 Polychromatic flow cytometry
Flow cytometry requires not only a good instrument but also fluorophoreconjugated antibodies and chemicals to detect cell-associated markers, mostly
proteins. The first fluorescent dyes to become available were fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC) and rhodamine, but with the development of 4-color
instruments the need for additional fluorophores became clear. New
fluorophores were developed from naturally available fluorescent proteins from
seaweed and bacteria such as the phycobilinprotein family with commonly
used phycoerythrin (PE) and allophycocyanin (APC), as well as jellyfish derived
green fluorescent protein (GFP) (325). However, as the development of flow
cytometers rapidly advanced during the 1990s, with improved software,
hardware and laser technology the capacity to detect up to 17 colors required
new flow cytometry reagents.
Besides for the expansion of new organic dyes, recent years have seen the
development of tandem-dyes and more recently in-organic dyes called
quantum dots (QDs). Tandem-dyes were developed by coupling cyanins (Cy5,
Cy5.5 and Cy7) to common fluorophores such FITC, PE and APC which trough
transfer of resonance energy allowed the proteins to be excited by their regular
laser but emitting at a longer wavelength (335). However, tandem conjugates
are extremely light sensitive and prone to decay, which limits their half-life, and
increases the risk of positive detection in the wrong wavelength. QDs on the
other hand are semiconductors nanocrystals with narrow emission and broad
excitation spectra, which permits for a single laser source to excite a broad
range of QDs (346, 347). Therefore, in contrast to organic dyes that have an
asymmetric emission, QDs narrow symmetric Gaussian emission profile makes
them particularly useful for polychromatic flow cytometry because emission
overlap is minimized.
The repertoire of fluorochromes has broadened (Figure 8) giving scientists
more options to optimize detection and to implement new applications like
phosphospecific flow cytometry were intracellular signaling through
phosphorylation is instantly recognized by flurophore-conjugated antibodies
(348, 349). Other reagents include epitope-specific HLA tetramers, cell
proliferation reagents, amine reactive dyes that allows for exclusion of dead
cells even in fixed samples, and reagents for intracellular staining that can be
found in a broad range of wavelengths (292, 338-342). The era of
polychromatic flow cytometry has allowed the implementation of new
applications especially in the field of T cell immunology and vaccine
development, were the detection of more than 100 functionally distinct
populations has increased our understanding of the complexity of the immune
system (104, 343). However, with the advancement of technology, proper
execution and analysis has become more complicated requiring expertise
knowledge behind fluorchrome selection and combination.
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Figure 8. A selection of commonly used fluorchromes in flow cytometry. The optimal laser
source for excitation of each fluorochrome is indicated by colored dark lines (Violet = 405nm,
blue = 488 nm, green = 532 nm and red = 633 nm) Dim-colored lines indicates suboptimal
excitation source of quantum dots. The greyblack bars represent each flurochromes emission
range with the darkest area corresponding to peak emission. Adapted from (335).
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3.1.2

Compensation and analysis of flow cytometry data

The biggest difficulty with polychromatic flow cytometry has become the
spectral overlaps and data analysis. Each fluorochrome will have spectral
overlap, contributing to a signal over several detectors. Therefore the
contribution in a specific detector that derives from fluorochromes not assigned
to that channel must be subtracted in a process called compensation.
Compensation is unavoidable despite the use of appropriate filters collecting
the maximum amount of light from the primary fluorochrome and as little as
possible from nearby emitting fluorophores (335, 350-352).
Regardless of accessible tools, compensation is still probably the least
understood process behind proper flow cytometry data analysis and with
increasing flow cytometry applications, data analysis is becoming an increasing
source of miss-interpretation despite standardization of instruments and assays
(353, 354). Compensation was initially done by hardware in between adjacent
detectors, prior to signal conversion from analogue to digital, but this proved
limiting partly because strong fluorescence signals may spread over more than
two detectors indirectly leading over-compensation in subsequent detectors.
Modern instruments on the other hand, allows for compensation to occur after
data collection. With the help of software, spectral overlap inter- and intra-laser
over all detectors is removed mathematically. However, software compensation
is limited by the fact that conversion of the electronic signal from linear to
logarithmic signal is approximate and thereby sometimes inaccurate, especially
for very low signals, and long wavelength signals were signal uptake is low.
This may result in visual artifacts upon data display with increased risk of overand under compensation the more flurochromes are included in the analysis
(355).
The data generated by flow cytometers can be plotted in one dimension, to
produce a histogram, or in two dimensional dot plots on a 4-5 decade
logarithmic scale. Events of low fluorescence may not be properly displayed
further complicating analysis of polychromatic flow cytometry data. Recent
advances in data display and software development allows for logicle scaling
(bio-exponential display) which combines a logarithmic scaling for high
fluorescence and a linear scaling for fluorescence signals approaching zero
(350, 356, 357). Data display thereby visually becomes more clear and
interpretation of data more accurate in the definition of negative and positive
populations as every acquired event is visualized and accounted for.
The topic of compensation, data analysis and presentation may take up an
entire thesis but due to time constraints and limited space I will leave this topic
with the recommendation to read at least two reviews on the subject by
Herzenberg (357) and Roederer (351).
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4 AIMS OF THE THESIS
The general aim of this thesis was to investigate the impact of chronic infection
with HCV and HIV-1 on NK cells and NKT cells of the innate immune system,
as well as adaptive cellular immune responses by CD4 and CD8 T cells.
Furthermore, the aim was to assess differences in immunity and pathogenesis
between mono- and co-infected subjects. The specific objectives were:
To develop and establish polychromatic flow cytometry assays for the study of
NK cells, NKT cells, and T cells in human infectious disease research (paper
I).
To study the impact on NK cells and NKT cells by long-term chronic HCV
infection in subjects with and without HIV-1 co-infection, to understand their
role in HCV infection as well as in viral clearance upon treatment with peg-IFNα
and ribavirin (paper II and III).
To investigate CD4 and CD8 T cell responses to HCV in HCV/HIV-1 coinfection in comparison to HCV mono-infection and how they are influenced by
peg-IFNα and ribavirin treatment. Furthermore, to assess the relationship
between immune responses and level of T cell activation as well as
differentiation (paper IV).
To determine host innate and adaptive immune correlates predictive of HCV
treatment outcome (paper III and IV).
To investigate the unique aspects of CD8 T cell effector maturation and
function in chronic HCV mono-infection (paper V).
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1

POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF FLOW CYTOMETRY IN
IMMUNOLOGICAL STUDIES

Polychromatic flow cytometry has increased our understanding of the
complexity of the immune system and our knowledge about the vast array of
receptors and cytokines involved in regulating cellular immunity and their role in
T cell activation and differentiation (104, 343). Recent advances in instrument,
software and reagents have allowed the implementation of new applications
especially in the field of T cell immunology and vaccine development.
In paper I we have exemplified the usefulness of polychromatic flow cytometry
in the study of innate and adaptive cellular immune responses. The ability to
detect up to nine markers simultaneously is highly advantageous when dealing
with limited research material like human biopsies. Figure 1, paper I,
demonstrates the complex data achieved from high definition phenotypic
analysis of virus-specific CD8 T cells. However, creating a complex panel
requires thorough thought of the available flurochromes and the markers of
interest. Fluorochromes with low emission intensity are not optimal for
detection of markers with low expression because you risk a negative result
where there should at least some positive detection. Strong emission intensity
fluorophores on the other hand are better not used for high expression markers
since it increases the risk of off-scale signaling with higher background stain
and increased spectral overlap. Nevertheless, a strong signal may be useful to
better detect a varying degree of expression since the presence of a marker is
not always a yes or no question (358).
Spectral overlap should also be considered when creating a panel and markers
that you may wish to analyze against each other should not be stained for with
a combination of fluorochromes that requires a high degree of compensation in
between them. The reason for this is that an incorrect compensation matrix
may result in false double-positive events that really ought to be single positive
for either marker. Therefore, fluorochromes with wide emission spectra are
best put to use in exclusion channels, to prevent compensation from giving
false positive results. Although it may be difficult to exclude the use of
fluorophores with wide emission spectra there may be alternatives detected by
the same PMT but with less need for compensation like QD 605 (em 580-630)
instead of PE-Texas Red (em 580-700) (355). Using proper controls prevents
inaccurate compensation, as well as misinterpretation of data. Compensation
controls needs to be specific for a certain panel because different antibodies
conjugated to the same fluorophore may not always have the same
fluorochrome to antibody ratio. Further, the use of single-stained cells is not
optimal since compensation then becomes not only based on the intensity of a
fluorochrome but also on the expression level of the marker stained for.
Therefore, Ig-coated beads should be used not only to save sample but also to
create an accurate compensation matrix. Thus, creating a polychromatic flow
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cytometry panel requires not only knowledge about your sample and the
markers you wish to address but you also need to know your instrument and
understand how the qualities of different fluorochromes may influence your
analysis. Of course unexpected interactions in between specific antibodies can
occur and you may need to try out a variety of combinations before achieving
the optimal result.
Polychromatic flow cytometry does also allow for assessment of functional
properties in combination with high definition phenotyping of a specific cell
population. One application of this approach is the detection of intracellular
cytokine production upon stimulation, as shown in paper I where NK cell
recognition of HLA-E expressing target cells leads to de-granulation and
cytokine production (Figure 3, paper I). Although this is a commonly used
method it has limitations in detection sensitivity and certain cytokines and
chemokines are not readily detectable by flow. In addition, the quantity
produced can only be measured indirectly by the mean fluorescence intensity
(MFI). Besides the practical limitations of flow cytometry you may also face
analytical limitations. When looking at rare-cell events like virus-specific T cells
(Figure 1, paper I) or NKT cell (Figure 2, paper I), it may be difficult break
down the population of interest into subpopulations when doing high-definition
phenotyping. This may be overcome by acquiring many events on your
instrument, but only to a certain extent as too many events may crowd your
plots and make gating difficult. Although polychromatic flow cytometry is a very
powerful in immunological studies one should be aware of the limitations of this
methodology and prevent as to the best of your abilities mistakes that might
result in faulty data.

5.2

INNATE CELLULAR IMMUNITY IN CHRONIC HCV AND HIV-1 COINFECTION

NK cells and NKT cells are important in cell-mediated innate immunity against
both HCV and HIV-1. HCV/HIV-1 co-infection is common, but little is known
about the impact of this co-infection on NK cells and NKT cells in comparison
to mono-infection. In paper II we have investigated these two cellular
compartments in individuals with chronic HCV, on a background of ART treated
HIV-1 infection. Furthermore, we assessed the impact of HCV treatment with
peg-IFNα and ribavirin on the innate cellular immune responses.
NKT cells were significantly reduced in co-infected subjects, in comparison to
healthy individuals, to a similar extent as in mono-infected control-groups. NKT
cell are known to be decreased or lost in chronic HIV-1 infection (55-57). A
probable contributing factor to this is that many NKT cells express CD4 and
CCR5. Some patients with chronic HIV-1 infection retain almost healthy
numbers of NKT cells. We have recently found that these cells display impaired
function as assessed by cytokine production and proliferation, and that they
express elevated levels of the inhibitory receptor PD-1 (359). It is thus clear
that the impact of HIV-1 infection on the CD1d-restricted NKT cells is
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multifaceted, with a severe NKT cell loss in many subjects and significant NKT
cell dysfunction in subjects who retain relatively normal numbers of these cells.
In HCV infection, conflicting data speak of unchanged, decreased as well as
increased numbers of NKT cells (143, 144). Some of these discrepancies
however, can possibly be explained by differences in study populations,
duration of infection, and the detailed definition of NKT cells. The reduction of
NKT cells in co-infection occurred to a similar extent as in mono-infected
control groups (Figure 5B and 5C, paper II). However, the real difference
between mono-infection and co-infection was in the overall presence of NKT
cells. A detectable population of NKT cells was more commonly observed in
mono-infected control groups than in HCV/HIV-1 co-infection (Figure 5D, paper
II). Thus, HCV/HIV-1 co-infection might impact NKT cells by various different,
and still unknown, mechanisms leading to a strong reduction of this lymphocyte
population. Our observations support a HCV-related depletion of both CD4+
and CD4- NKT cells in the periphery. However, because HCV infection is a
hepatic disease and a large fraction of NKT cells reside in the liver, detection of
NKT cells in the periphery may not tell the entire truth and reduction might at
least partially be due to redistribution to organs other than the blood.
Recently, it was shown that NKT cells in primary HIV-1 infection could be
restored by combination treatment with IL-2 and ART, but not with ART alone
(61). Also, therapy with α-galactoceramide (α-GalCer), a glycosphingolipid
derived from a marine sponge, can act as an adjuvant in vaccination trials in
mice and increase NKT cell-mediated activation of NK cells and DCs (53, 60,
360, 361). HCV treatment with peg-IFNα and ribavirin does however not lead
to restoration of NKT cells in co-infected subjects (Figure 5E and 5F, paper II).
A similar finding was done by others in HCV mono-infected individuals (146).
Permanent loss of NKT cells may hamper NK cell activation, and may in the
setting HCV/HIV-1 co-infection contribute to increased susceptibility to
opportunistic infections, higher HCV viral load and a more rapid disease
progression.
In contrast to NKT cells, conventional CD3-CD56+ NK cell numbers were not
significantly altered in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects in comparison to healthy
and mono-infected subjects (Figure 1, paper II). There was a trend towards
altered distribution as well as function of NK cell subsets, with more numerous
CD56brightCD16- NK cells and reduced perforin in CD56+CD16+ NK cells.
Treatment against HCV did not improve perforin expression, although it did
lead to increased numbers of CD56brightCD16- NK cells. CD56bright NK cells
have been suggested to be important in early immune responses both in
shaping and regulating adaptive immune responses. However, several clinical
conditions are associated with increased numbers of CD56bright NK cells
(reviewed in (362)). An increased CD56bright population has also seen in a
cohort of chronically HCV infected women, but the significance of this finding
remains unknown (363). Interestingly, CD56bright NK cells are capable
producers of IL-10 in response to monokine stimulation. IL-10 is believed to be
involved in the immunoregulatory function of this population (19, 364, 365).
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Therefore, more numerous CD56bright NK cells may be a natural way to
suppress innate and adaptive cellular immune responses. However, instead of
preventing HCV-mediated immunopathogenesis, due to an over active immune
system, increased numbers of regulatory NK cells may in the long run impair
HCV-specific immune responses (365). This is supported by previously
published data suggesting that low IL-10 levels are related to virological
response and SVR upon HCV treatment (169, 366, 367). Thus, more remains
to be done before the role of CD56bright NK cells in this disease is understood.

5.3

HCV INFECTION DRIVES EXPANSION OF CD56- NK CELLS –
CORRELATE WITH IFNα+RIBAVIRIN TREATMENT OUTCOME

In addition to conventional CD3-CD56+ NK cells we have studied a population
of CD3-CD56-CD16+ NK cells in paper II and III. Accumulation of CD56CD16+ NK cells with an altered functional profile has been observed in viremic
HIV-1 infection (21, 23-25). The expansion of this unconventional NK cell
population is reverted upon effective antiviral treatment, suggesting that high
levels of viral replication are responsible for driving and maintaining increased
numbers of these cells (262-264). However, these cells had not previously
been studied in relation to HCV infection.
CD56-CD16+ NK cells were sharply elevated in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected
patients in comparison to healthy donors, despite successful ART (Figure 3A
and 3B, paper II). Data suggested an HCV-driven accumulation of this irregular
NK cell population, since a similar pattern was seen in HCV mono-infected
subjects although not to the same extent (Figure 3D and 3E, paper II; Figure
1B, paper III). It thus seems plausible that the CD56- NK cells generated in
the presence of high loads of RNA virus may be actively engaged in the
antiviral response, and may have down-regulated CD56 in response to recent
activation. The rather poor cytolytic function of these cells could in this
scenario result from a temporary activation-induced hyporeactivity.
Alternatively, the CD56- NK cells expanded during these circumstances may
be rendered dysfunctional by a hitherto unknown viral immune evasion
mechanism. The differences between mono- and co-infected subjects could at
least in part be due to the significantly higher HCV load in subjects with HIV-1
co-infection (Table 1, paper II), although no correlation was found between
HCV RNA and CD56- NK cell numbers (data not shown).
Treatment with peg-IFNα and ribavirin reduced HCV viremia followed by a
decline in CD56-CD16+ NK cell numbers (Figure 3D and 3E, paper II; figure
3A, paper IV). This was reminiscent of the effect of ART in HIV-1 infection. It
seems that it is the HCV viremia in it self that associated with the CD56- NK
cells. IFNα did not seem to affect the presence of CD56-CD16+ NK cells per
se, as in vitro cultures of CD56-CD16+ NK cells showed no upregulation of
CD56 surface expression nor increased the susceptibility to apoptosis in CD56NK cells (Figure 4, paper II).
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In contrast to HIV-1 infection, chronic HCV infection can be cleared by
combination treatment with peg-IFNα and ribavirin. However, HCV eradication
is only obtained in 30-80% of the cases. Interestingly, when studying CD56CD16+ NK cells we could detect a high intra-group variability amongst HCV
infected subjects (Figure 1B, paper III). We therefore investigated whether this
intra-group variability before initiation of HCV therapy could be associated with
the variable treatment outcome. When grouping subjects who obtained a SVR
and subjects that were either non-responders or response-relapser, it was clear
that patients not reaching SVRs had significantly higher numbers of CD56CD16+ NK cells prior to treatment, in comparison to those reaching SVR
(Figure 1C, paper III). This suggests that the high intra-group variability could
be related to treatment outcome. Next, we divided our two patient groups
according to levels of CD56-CD16+ NK cells in the periphery, comparing
treatment response rates between high and low levels of these cells. Data
showed that patients with low numbers of CD56-CD16+ NK cells had a
significantly higher response rate to treatment, in comparison to patients with a
more pronounced accumulation of CD56- NK cells (Figure 1D, paper IV).
Thus, it appears that chronic HCV infection drives a disturbance in the NK cell
compartment that can affect disease and influence treatment outcome.

5.4

HIGHLY ELEVATED CHRONIC IMMUNE ACTIVATION IN CD8 T
CELLS IN HCV/HIV-1 CO-INFECTED SUBJECTS ON EFFECTIVE ART

Chronic HCV infection is often associated with poor T cell responses with high
rate of immune escape mutations, incomplete effector and memory T cell
maturation as well as immune exhaustion (96, 101, 162, 163, 194, 196). In
paper IV we have investigated the cellular adaptive immune responses to
HCV, and the state of immune activation, in chronically co-infected patients
with a background of ART-treated HIV-1 infection. Furthermore, we assessed
how these factors relate to the outcome of HCV treatment with peg-IFNα and
ribavirin.
The CD8 T cell compartment was significantly expanded in both relative and
absolute terms in both HIV-1 mono-infected subjects and co-infected subjects
(Figure 1A and 1B, paper IV). However, the massive expansion of CD8 T cells
did not affect the overall state of T cell maturation, when this was assessed by
defining subsets of naïve, TCM, TEM and terminally differentiated effector cells
(Figure 1C, paper IV). In contrast to CD8 T cells, the CD4 T cell compartment
in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects displayed reduced numbers of central
memory cells in comparison to healthy controls and HCV mono-infected
subjects (Figure 1F, paper IV).
Next we evaluated T cell activation, as measured by CD38 expression in
mono- and co-infected subjects. This is of interest because high level of
chronic immune activation is a hallmark of chronic HIV-1 infection. Excessive
immune activation can result in functional anergy, AICD, and excessive T cell
turnover in response to high antigen load (96, 101, 162, 163, 194, 368, 369). In
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HIV-1 infection, immune activation has been found to correlate better with
disease progression than CD4 T cell count or viral load (370-373). Successful
ART with reduced HIV-1 viremia is associated with lower CD38 expression in
CD8 T cells (374-376). Reminiscent of chronic HIV-1 infection, chronic HCV
infection has been shown to induce high levels of T cell activation and CD38
expression that correlates with HCV viremia (196, 377). Furthermore,
HCV/HIV-1 co-infection without ART has been shown to result in an even
higher degree of T cell activation than HCV mono-infection (196). We have
observed that CD38 expression is strongly elevated in CD8 T cells in HCV/HIV1 co-infected subjects despite successful ART, compared to both healthy and
mono-infected control groups (Figure 2A, paper IV). Similar to CD8 T cells,
CD4 T cells were highly activated not only in co-infected subjects but also in
HCV mono-infected subjects, compared to healthy controls (Figure 2B, paper
IV). The higher degree of CD38 expression in co-infected subjects compared to
HCV mono-infected subjects could possibly be due to a significantly higher
HCV load in the co-infected subjects (Figure 3A, paper IV). Investigating
whether HCV treatment with peg-IFNα and ribavirin, in analogue to ART in
HIV-infection, could reduce T cell activation we observed that CD38 expression
was reduced in both CD4 and CD8 T cells in parallel with HCV RNA decline
(Figure 3, paper IV). Thus consistent with previously published data, our data
indicate that a high level of T cell activation in co-infected subjects is driven by
high antigen exposure.
CD38 expression has been suggested as a marker of treatment efficiency in
HIV-1 infection, and sustained viral replication has been associated with
consistent T cell activation (reviewed in (378)). Since chronic HCV infection can
be cleared by peg-IFNα and ribavirin treatment we set out to investigate
whether CD38 expression prior to treatment might correlate with treatment
outcome in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects. Although CD38 expression was
reduced in both CD4 and CD8 T cells in parallel with HCV RNA decline (Figure
3, paper IV), HCV RNA did not correlate with T cell activation. However,
patients who did not obtain a SVR had significantly higher pre-treatment levels
CD8+CD38+ T cells compared to patients who reached SVR. T cell activation
in the latter group was consistently high throughout treatment (Figure 4A,
paper IV). A similar trend was seen in the CD4 T cell compartment but it did
not reach statistical significance (Figure 4B, paper IV) despite a direct
correlation between CD38 expression in CD4 and CD8 T cells (Figure 2C,
paper IV). Thus, chronic immune activation seems to be an important
component in the pathogenesis of HCV infection, particularly in the context of
HIV-1 co-infection. Furthermore, data suggest that reduced antigen exposure
may not be sufficient to reverse activation induced T cell exhaustion.

5.5

CAN CD56-NK CELLS AND CD38+ CD8 T CELLS BE CLINICALLY
USEFUL BIOMARKERS OF TREATMENT FAILURE?

Cellular markers are used to diagnose disease and follow disease progression
in a variety of conditions including HIV-1. Direct cellular immunological markers
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have not previously been observed in HCV infection although pretreatment
levels of plasma chemokines can correlate with treatment outcome (133-135).
Our data on the accumulation of CD56- NK cells and CD38+ CD8 T cells
show interesting promise as cellular markers for the prediction of HCV
treatment outcome. However, several host and viral factors influence the
effectiveness of HCV treatment with peg-IFNα and ribavirin and thereby also
treatment outcome.
To address whether high levels of CD56- NK cells were associated with
previously described factors influencing treatment outcome, we analyzed
possible relationships between some known risk factors and the levels of
CD56-CD16+ NK cells in peripheral blood. We observed higher HCV loads in
the HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects compared to mono-infected subjects, but
this difference between the groups with high or low percentages of CD56- NK
cells was not statistically significant (Figure 9A). Neither did baseline levels of
CD56- NK cells directly correlate with viral load or ALT levels (data not
shown). Although the patient cohort did not have an equal distribution of HCV
genotypes, the data indicated that CD56- NK cell levels above the threshold
were not directly related to a specific viral genotype (Figure 9B). Elderly and
male individuals tended to have higher levels of CD56- NK cells, but this
difference did not reach statistical significance (Figure 9C and 9D). Thus none
of the known risk factors addressed here were directly linked to higher levels
of CD56-CD16+ NK cells, suggesting that CD56- NK cells might be an
independent biomarker for predicting the outcome of antiviral HCV treatment.
However, a degree of association among such predictive factors would be
expected in a larger prospective trial, and such a trial would be necessary to
test the hypothesis that CD56- NK cell levels can be an independent
biomarker for HCV treatment outcome.
The notion that CD38 expression is a relevant marker for treatment outcome is
supported by data indicating that a high level of activation of IFNα-inducible
genes before the start of IFNα and ribavirin treatment is associated with an
inability to respond to IFNα, resulting in poor treatment outcome (137). This
suggests a possible link between a high background level immune activation
with ongoing IFNα responses in some patients that are unable to control the
virus, where adding IFNα+ribavirin treatment has a limited effect. The present
study did not allow the assessment of other markers suggestive of activation
induced T cell exhaustion like PD-1 and CTLA-4 (303, 379, 380). Furthermore,
gender and genotype, factors known to influence HCV treatment could not be
properly evaluated in relation to CD38 expression due to biased gender and
genotype distribution within the patient group (Table 1, paper IV).
Together, the data indicate that chronic HCV infection drives a disturbance in
both innate and adaptive cellular immune responses in patients with HCV/HIV1 co-infection, which contributes to impaired control and clearance of HCV in
this patient group. Whether there is a direct link between defective NK cell
responses and insufficient T cell responses remains to be understood although
we did not find a correlation between accumulation of CD56- NK cells and
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CD38 expression in CD8 T cells in the subgroup of patients where both
parameter could be evaluated (data not shown). A combined assessment of
viral genotype, and T cell activation or CD56- NK cell content may allow
identification of patients in need of higher doses and longer treatment and
those perhaps most likely to benefit from novel combination regimens
including HCV protease inhibitors.

Figure 9. Distribution of known risk factors for failed treatment in subjects with high and low
CD56- NK cell percentages. The bar charts represent cumulative data from HCV monoinfected subjects (n = 32) and HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects (n = 10) with low or high
CD56- NK cell numbers. High numbers of CD56- NK cells indicated for HCV mono-infected
subjects in grey, and for HCV/HIV-1 co-infected individuals in white. No significant differences
emerged in (A) viral load, (B) genotype, (C) age or, (D) gender distribution between HCV
mono-infected or HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects with low and high numbers of CD56- NK
cells. Dotted line represents mean of viral load, age and gender respectively in the entire
group. Statistical analyses performed were Mann-Whitney test (A, C) and Fisher’s exact test
(D).

5.6

HCV DRIVES THE EMERGENCE OF CD8 T CELLS WITH INNATELIKE FUNCTION

Chronic HCV infection is associated with aberrant differentiation of CD8 T cells
to memory and effector cells, as well as immune exhaustion influencing
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adaptive immune responses in viral clearance (reviewed in (193)) and disease
progression (96, 101, 162, 163, 194, 195). Our assessment of CD4 and CD8 T
cell differentiation in HCV mono- and HCV/HIV-1 co-infection (Figure 1C and
1D, paper IV) did not reveal any major disturbances in the overall distribution
of naïve, TCM, TEM and terminally differentiated effector cells. However, in
paper V we report a HCV-driven accumulation of a CD16+ CD8 T cell
population in mono-infected patients.
CD16 expression in T cells has been previously observed, but earlier studies
have mainly been restricted to γδ T cells (381-385). Here, a significantly
increased proportion of CD8 αβ T cells were observed to express CD16 in
HCV infected subjects in comparison to healthy controls (Figure 1B, 1C, 1D
and 2A, paper V). Characterization of this T cell population revealed a
terminally differentiated phenotype and a significantly higher content of perforin
and granzyme B compared to CD16- T cells (Figure 2B-2E, paper V). CD16 is
a low affinity Fcγ receptor (FcγRIIIA) best characterized for its role in ADCC
mediated by NK cells. Assessment of the functional capacity of CD16 on CD8
T cells displayed a response level similar to NK cells even in the absence of
TCR triggering (Figure 5, paper V). Genetic transfer of a CD16 receptor gene
has in vitro shown to increase T cells cytotoxic capacity in tumor directed
ADCC (386). Furthermore, a functional CD16+ effector memory CTL
population has been observed in relation to Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection.
Our efforts to assess virus-specificity of the expanded CD16+ CD8 T cells in
HCV infection were unsuccessful (data not shown). However, it is likely that
these cells are HCV-specific. Alternatively, there may be unique aspects of
HCV infection that promotes acquisition of innate-like characteristics in CD8 T
cells, perhaps in the local inflammatory hepatic environment.
Expansion of a CD16+ CD8 T cell population may be driven by high antigen
exposure. Isolation of CD16- naïve, TCM and TEM cultured in the presence of
rIL-2 in vitro showed upon CD16 upregulation in TEM already after 3 days of
culture (Figure 2F, paper V). Additional data support activation-induced
proliferation with a majority of the cells expressing the senescence marker
CD57 (Figure 6C, paper V). Furthermore, a high level of activation was
indicated by CD56 and CD38 expression, with a positive correlation between
frequency of CD38+ CD8 T cells and frequency of CD16+ CD8 T cells (Figure
2G and 2H, paper V). Interestingly, our unpublished data revealed a similar
pattern of expansion of CD16+ CD8 T cells in both untreated and treated HIV-1
infection (Figure 10). Thus, all the present data together suggests that terminal
antigen-driven differentiation of effector memory CD8 T cells leads to
acquisition of NK cell-like properties. However, further studies are warranted to
elucidate the disease relevance of these findings, and the involvement of these
CD16+ CD8 T cells in immunopathogenesis and control of viral replication.
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Figure 10. CD16+CD8 T cell expansion in treated and untreated HIV-1 infection. The scatter
plots represent cumulative data from healthy controls (n = 18), ART treated HIV-1 infected
subjects (n = 10) and untreated HIV-1 infected subjects (n = 7). Statistical analyses
performed were one way ANOVA on ranks followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test,
where * p<0.05 and ** p<0.01.

5.7

WHAT IS SO SPECIAL WITH HCV INFECTION ON A BACKGROUND
OF ART-TREATED HIV-1 INFECTION?

HCV/HIV-1 co-infection presents a formidable challenge to the human immune
system. Whereas the pathogenesis of this co-infection is poorly understood, it
differs clearly from the corresponding mono-infections. HCV/HIV-1 co-infection
has been documented to promote increased liver related morbidity and higher
HCV RNA levels (310-313). A pre-existing HIV-1 infection also reduces the
likelihood of spontaneous HCV clearance, and establishment of chronic HCV
infection thus occurs more often than in mono-infection.
One possible scenario is that the damage to the immune system caused by
HIV leads to impaired immune control of HCV. This then leads to higher HCV
loads, that in turn feed TLR-mediated IFNα responses and immunopathology,
and the high levels of immune activation observed in co-infected compared to
HCV mono-infected subjects (in this study and (196)). A relationship between
HIV-1 infection and poor control of HCV infection is supported by data showing
a CD4 count dependent presence and magnitude of HCV-specific CD8 T cells
(314, 315). Chronic immune activation is a major driver of HIV-1 disease
progression (378, 387). However, it is not entirely clear how this works, and
what is the driver of activation. One hypothesis is that the destruction of the
immune system in the gut already in acute HIV infection leads to leakage of
microbial products into the circulation, promoting activation of immunity via
innate pattern recognition pathways (306). Plasma lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
levels, indicative of microbial translocation, has been observed to be higher in
AIDS patients co-infected with HCV compared to HCV negative subjects in a
study investigating microbial translocation in relation to monocyte activation
and dementia in AIDS patients (388).
The liver plays an important role in LPS clearance (reviewed in (389)).
However, chronic HCV infection has been shown to induce lack of TLR
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tolerance towards LPS resulting in chronic activation of liver residing
monocytes and macrophages. Hyperresponsive monocytes and macrophages
in turn lead to higher plasma LPS levels and increased TNFα production
promoting persistent liver inflammation (390). Increased immune responses to
LPS due to HCV mediated loss of tolerance, together with increased levels of
LPS due to microbial translocation indirectly promoted by HIV-1 infection might
account for the higher level of activation in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected subjects.
This theory is supported by a recent study by Balagopal et al. (391). Thus, HCV
related immune defects together with HIV-1 related immune defects might
result in synergistic effects leading to a more rapid disease progression and the
observed increase in liver-related morbidity in co-infected subjects. This is one
of several possible scenarios, keeping in mind that HCV/HIV-1 co-infection
causes many alterations in both innate and adaptive immunity as observed in
this thesis. Co-infection promotes a combination of synergistic or antagonistic
interactions (Figure 11) resulting in a complex disease setting differing from
respective mono-infection. Therefore, HCV/HIV-1 infection warrants further
studies to improve the basic understanding of these complex diseases, as well
as the clinical care of this patient group.

Figure 11. Schematic overview of possible synergistic and antagonistic effects on the immune
system by HCV and HIV-1 infection. Red arrows indicate increased action and blue arrows
decreased action directly or indirectly caused by HCV or HIV-1 infection. Black arrows indicate
an observed connection while dashed arrows indicate possible interactions.
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6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The scientific progress presented in this thesis contributes to increase our
understanding of HCV and HIV-1 pathogenesis. It is clear that HCV/HIV-1 coinfection is a very complex condition with a multifaceted pathogenesis, severely
altering innate and adaptive cellular immune responses. A common
denominator of HIV-1 and HCV is high antigen exposure, which seems to
directly and/or indirectly contribute to exhaustion of the immune system and a
more rapid disease progression. Still the mechanisms involved in a synergistic
disease progression are poorly understood.
Together, the data presented in this thesis indicate that chronic HCV infection
drives disturbances in both innate and adaptive cellular immune responses in
patients with HCV/HIV-1 co-infection. The elevated levels of chronic immune
activation and accumulation of defective NK cells are likely to contribute to
impaired control of HCV in this patient group. The expansion of CD16+ CD8 T
cells with NK-like functions appears to be linked to the elevated immune
activation. The protective or pathogenic roles of this subset remain obscure at
this point in time. Several other important questions remain to be answered.
What are the key elements in establishment of chronic HCV? Is there a link
between defective NK cell responses and insufficient T cell responses? Why
are immune activation levels so high in HCV/HIV-1 co-infected patients despite
that they are on effective ART?
Future research in this field is strongly needed and could be of high clinical
relevance to improve treatment strategies in co-infected subjects. An increased
understanding of the synergistic and antagonistic mechanisms involved in
HCV/HIV-1 co-infection may aid in preventing and reversing immune defects
as well as the immunopathogenesis associated with this co-infection.
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7 POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING
Världshälsoorganisation WHO uppskattar att 120-170 miljoner individer är HCV
infekterade och ca 40 miljoner bär på en kronisk HIV-1 infektion runt om i
världen. HIV-1 kännetecknas av det infekterar immunförsvarets CD4 T celler
och orsakar en obalans i immunsystemet som med tiden leder till AIDS. Trots
över 30 års forskning finns det fortfarande inget botemedel eller vaccin mot
HIV-1. Däremot finns det idag bromsmediciner, antiretroviral behandling, som
förhindrar omfattande virusreplikation och fördröjer sjukdomsprocessen. HCV
ger upphov till en kronisk infektion i upp till 80% av alla infekterade individer.
HCV infektion är ofta asymptomatisk men leder i längden till leverrelaterade
sjukdomar som kan komma att kräva levertransplantation. HCV infektion kan
behandlas med en kombination av IFNα och ribavirin men behandling är
endast framgångsrik i ca 50% av fallen. 15-30% av alla HIV-1 infekterade
individer uppskattas vara co-infekterade med HCV. HCV/HIV-1 co-infektion ger
upphov till komplikationer utöver dem observerade i respektive sjukdomsfall.
Co-infektion ger ofta en snabbare sjukdomsprocess och sämre
behandlingsresultat. I denna avhandling har vi försökt förstå hur HCV och HIV1 co-infektion påverkar det medfödda och adaptiva immunförsvaret. Samt hur
eventuella förändringar influerar IFNα och ribavirin behandling av HCV
infektion.
NK celler utgör en del av det medfödda immunsystemet och är troligen viktiga
för att förhindra HCV och HIV-1 infektion samt begränsa virusreplikation i redan
infekterade individer. NK celler kan delas upp i flera subpopulationer med olika
funktioner. En del NK celler har till uppgift att döda infekterade celler antigen
utsöndring av signalämnen eller genom cell-cell kontakt som signalerar till den
infekterade cellen att genomgå apoptos, så kallad programmerad celldöd.
Andra NK celler är viktiga för att aktivera och stänga av olika delar av
immunsystemet genom att släppa ut olika signalämnen. Både HCV och HIV-1
har visats ha negativa effekter på NK celler som leder till bristfällig kontroll av
infektionen. Undersökning av NK celler hos HCV/HIV-1 co-infekterade patienter
visade att CD56+ NK celler till stor del förblev opåverkade. Däremot
observerade vi en abnorm expansion av CD56- NK celler, vilka tidigare har
observerats vara expanderade och dysfunktionella i samband med obehandlad
HIV-1 infektion med höga virusmängder. Ansamling av CD56- NK celler i
samband med co-infektion trots antiretroviral behandling mot HIV-1 tydde på
en HCV driven expansion. Detta stöddes av en liknande trend hos HCV monoinfekterade patienter samt observationen att antalet CD56- NK celler
reducerades till följd av IFNα och ribavirin behandling parallellt med att HCV
mängden minskade. Dessutom fann vi att höga mängder med CD56- NK celler
innan behandling korrelerade med sämre chans till utläkning av HCV efter
behandling. Detta mönster var till synes oberoende av andra kända faktorer
som kan påverka behandling.
I samband med HCV/HIV-1 co-infektion undersökte vi även adaptiva
immunresponser från T celler. Dessa celler är en typ av vita blodkroppar som
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känner igen och eliminerar virusinfekterade celler. T celler delas in i framförallt
två grupper, cytotoxiska CD8 T celler och hjälpar CD4 T celler, som samverkar
i försvar mot virusinfektioner. Tidigare forskning visar tydligt att starka T cells
svar är nödvändiga för att få bukt med HCV infektion. I och med att HIV-1
infektion leder till förlust av CD4 T celler, får man sämre CD8 T cells svar och
därmed svårare att bekämpa infektioner. Detta är framförallt ett problem vid
HCV/HIV-1 co-infektion vilket troligen bidrar till extremt hög HCV replikation.
Vidare kan hög virus exponering leda till mycket hög kronisk T cells aktivering
vilket i sin tur kan resultera i ett utmattat immunsystem, som inte kan
kontrollera den pågående infektionen. Vi fann att HCV/HIV-infektion leder till
högre kronisk immunaktivering av T celler än mono-infektion. Vidare kunde den
höga immunaktiveringen reduceras till följd av IFNα och ribavirin medierad
virus suppression. Dessutom visade det sig att hög immunaktivering före
behandling korrelerade med sämre svar på behandling samt lägre funktionalitet
hos T cellerna. I relation till detta visade studier av HCV mono-infekterade
patienter expansion av en population CD8 T celler med NK cells liknande
egenskaper. Detta är troligen ytterligare en effekt av hög virusexponering som
resulterar i expansion av abnorma populationer. Den fulla betydelsen av dessa
förändringar och deras specifika roll i viruskontroll och patogenes återstår dock
att fastställa.
Co-infektion är en multifasetterad och komplex utmaning för det humana
immunsystemet. Våra resultat visar att kronisk HCV infektion inducerar
störningar både i det medfödda och adaptiva immunförsvaret hos patienter
med HCV/HIV-1 co-infektion med allvarlig påverkan på både sjukdomsförlopp
och behandling. Ytterligare forskning behövs för att förstå de synergistiska och
antagonistiska mekanismerna involverade i HCV/HIV-1 co-infektion. Ökad
kunskap kring denna co-infektion är också nödvändig och relevant ur ett kliniskt
perspektiv för att förbättra behandlingen av denna patientgrupp.
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